Tennis Team Opens Season at Providence

Capt. Scott Will Lead Players to Brown Tomorrow in Search of Repetition of Last Year’s Win

Tomorrow the varsity tennis squad, under the leadership of Captain Bill Scott, travels to Providence where it aims to hand a repetition of last year’s drubbing. Although the loss of two of the best players on last year’s squad has left places for new men, Captain Scott thinks that he has players who will come through, though the match still is to be no means easy as it was when Cornell and Brown met under the squad. Captain Scott has three strong matches and one or two respectively are the make-up around which this year’s team is built.

J. D. Jones is a veteran on the Brown squad and lines up as quite an formidable opponent. He is a member of a famous tennis family among which a younger brother Arturo, who is a freshman at Yale, is prominent, Arnold Jones has already gathered his team together. He lines up worthy to meet such players as Til- lin, whom he has played in several matches.

Practice playing has been much handicapped by poor condition of the courts. The men have run up a possible winners on Loye, Amrhein, and Powell Robbins. These Beavers may assumes Captain Scott and carry on their trip tomorrow.

Eliminations, by Varying Stowes

The varsity and freshman teams were two times yesterday. The varsity men were still being played and will continue until tomorrow. At 9:30 a.m. and at 2 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. two matches were played with the Brown men. Harvard had much to do with the interference of the Women’s College, which was done by a Varsity Court which was not played. The manager of the varsity saw that the management of the varsity would be extended farther. Of the many matches played three thousand fans were present in the gymnasium. All the above matches were played with the Brown men.

COLEGE SPORTS

The University of Pennsylvania crowds made a clean sweep of the varsity automobile last Saturday, winning all three races by boat lengths. The Tigers and Johns Hopkins last Saturday, winning all three races by boat lengths.

The Annapolis track team decisively defeated the University of Pitt- tsburgh last Saturday. The Tigers scored 61 10-3 points to 19 1-3. The two teams scored quite a number of points in the meet.

Princeton ran away with the trig- gers meet with the University of Virginia and Johns Hopkins last Sat- urday. The Tigers scored 61 10-3 points to 1 1-3 for Virginia and 19 for Johns Hopkins. Stewart of Princeton ran the quarter mile in 90 15-2 seconds.

Intensive Work for Runners in Next Two Weeks

The track squad put in a strenuous day’s training yesterday afternoon at the track. Coach Kanady is planning to make up for the recent lack of work by giving double doses for a while. Tuesday and Thursday were very hard training days, but Saturday’s practice will be a stiff, one according to the coach. He will have the with the season’s big event, the Harvard meet, only two weeks from tomorrow. “Intensive training to make the men able to compete will be the keynote of our training this week. It will affect only the male quartet and possibly one of two weight men who are to compete but the goal of the entire team will be set high with the refrain the following week.”

“Meet Again Tomorrow”

The promising track team promises to have the squad well up to date with the A逮捕t. Owing to the National Games, the track squad has received only two weeks. The number of men will be the trip to the huge, and the pop ag- gression ought to have the edge on the home field. And we expect the Harvard men last year and in fact usually manage to an- cover one of the novices which were not this year’s combination is somewhat better balanced than has been the case in the past. However, its weakness is in the field events, as well as in numbers, leaves the Bri- te and White a favorite.

Novices Clash With Newton.

The intimate team from composed of all track men who are not on either of the varsity track combinations. There are at least some variations in the microscopic and microscopic structure of precipitates, to recognize trifling changes in bodies, and to recall them; he should have a delicate sense of touch and of smell.”Dr. R. E. Rose.

The present American Chemical Industry is the result of the labors of chemists trained along these lines. Its future development rests with those who develop within themselves those same qualities.
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Why Not Learn To Fly?

F you cannot fly an air-

plane, but have ever un-

tertained a desire to do so,

this message should be of in-

terest to you. Espe-

cially is this true of stu-

dents in Aviation Engineer-arrs—for flying instruction is a distinct aid in aviation design.

LEARN TO FLY THIS SUMMER DURING VACATION

Aonly three months away from your school enrollment, is the time when you may want to plan for flying instruction.

A short course of from 10 to 30 hours飞行 training will get you safely and at

least cost into the air. A few flying lessons are all that you are likely to need.

When you have completed your training, you will have

the facilities such as were never be-

come dreamed of by youth in

the past. However, the flight train-

ing-for flying instruction
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Meaning of the airplane”
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